Moreland and Craig Release Expanded Edition of *Philosophical Foundations*

This comprehensive and award-winning orientation to Christian philosophical foundations is now updated and expanded in a second edition, including enhanced arguments, updated bibliographies, and new chapters on atonement and the mind-body problem. This textbook from J. P. Moreland and William Lane Craig, two leaders in the field, is the keystone in any library of Christian philosophy.

“We are deeply gratified for the widespread success of our first edition, both as a textbook adopted in colleges, universities, and seminaries, and for individual use,” Moreland and Craig write. “We have been encouraged by the consistent feedback we have received that it has strengthened Christians and helped them in their walks with God. But much has happened in the field of philosophy that is especially relevant to educating Christian disciples and thinkers. Hence this revised and updated edition.”

The new edition includes the following:

- Additional comments on truth and truth-makers
- Two completely new chapters on versions of substance dualism and physicalist alternatives to substance dualism
- Updated cosmogonic evidence relevant to the kalam cosmological argument and the teleological argument from cosmic fine-tuning
- A new, fuller taxonomy of views on God and abstract objects pertinent to divine aseity
- The addition of an entirely new chapter on the doctrine of the atonement, rounding out the discussion of the Trinity and incarnation

The authors said, “So enjoy this new and exciting edition. You will have to work hard to benefit from the pages to follow. This is no bedtime reading! But the results in your own life and in your ability to speak for Christ in a winsome, informed way will be well worth the effort.”
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